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ABSTRACT 

The main problem of magnetic diagnostics is discussed here: which 
plasma characteristics can be determined from magnetic measurements in 
tokamaks and stellarators. The reasons are elucidated why diamagnetic 
measurements are reliable and easily interpreted. We discuss also the 
capabilities of diagnostics based on the measurements of poloidal fields 
outside the plasma. This article is based on a lecture delivered at the 
Third International School on Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 
held 15-22 June 1993 at St.Petersburg - Kizhi, Russia. 

Article is submitted for publication to the journal "Plasma Physics 
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INTRODUCTION 

Equilibrium of a plasma in systems with magnetic confinement is 
ensured due to the compensation of gas-kinetic expansion of a plasma 
by the Ampere force: 

Vp = jxB (1) 

Here p is the plasma pressure, j and B are the current density and 
magnetic field strength, correspondingly, which satisfy the equations 

divB = 0 , j = rotB. (2) 

Currents flowing through the plasma produce a magnetic field 
which is called self-field of a plasma. This field, being a small but a 
noticeable part of a total field (self-field + external field) in tokamaks 
and stellarators, can be measured outside the plasma column by probes 
and coils. Theoretically, with results of these measurements this field 
can be reconstructed in a vacuum region up to the plasma boundary. 
Field measurements themselves and vacuum calculations are 
comparatively simple tasks. The main physical problem of magnetic 
diagnostics remains to be interpretation of the results obtained, 
determining plasma parameters by the known self magnetic field outside 
the plasma column or by its integral characteristics. 

Magnetic measurements are an important part of plasma diagnostics 
in tokamaks and stellarators. Despite the principal difference, these 
systems have too much in common. Because of this we shall consider 
them together, in the frame of unified formalism. It helps to reveal 
universal regularities and to get the better physical insight of the related 
effects. For example, for the analysis of tokamaks it is useful, as a first 
step, to turn to the conventional current-free stellarator with planar 
circular axis. Because some details can be more easily studied in this 
system due to the absence of a longitudinal current. 

By the measured magnetic field in tokamaks and stellarators the 
plasma energy content [1-11], Pfirsch-Schliiter current [3,5,6,8,9] 
plasma pressure and current profile [3-5,8,9,12], anisotropy degree 
[6,11], plasma column shape and position [13-17] are determined or 
estimated. Brevity of the presentation does not allow to survey the 
whole spectrum of relevant problems. Thus, we limit ourselves by those 
which are important for understanding the subject, insufficiently or not 
in the least described in literature, and discuss also some controversial 
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items. Besides articles mentioned above, for more thorough study of the 
problem several review articles [18-23] can be recommended. 

TO THE THEORY OF DIAMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS 

Let us start from diamagnetic measurements. The matter can be easily understood 
on the simplesl example: straight plasma cylinder. Equilibrium equation for a cylinder is 
reduced to the equality 

1 B 
V(p + *-> = (B-V)B = —J*-e p , (3) 

which, being multiplied by p e« and integrated over p, leads to the well-known 
integral pressure-balance equation: 

B 0 - B z „ B J (4) 

Here p, u are the polar coordinates related to the center of the plasma column cross-
section, Bj = J / (2nb) is the field of longitudinal current at the plasma surface, b is its 

- y 
minor radius, Bo is the strength of a vacuum longitudinal field, p and B~ are the 
values obtained by averaging over plasma cross-section: 

p = -^ - fpdSp = - | - f p(p)pdp. <s> 
s p J r b^ Jo 

At small p = 2p / BQ and strong toroidal field, Bj / Bo « 1 . Eq. (4) can be rewritten 
in the form 

B 2 

* 0 R 2 

where « o = SpB(j = Jtb2BQ, 

AS> * * p - * v = f(B - B v ) d S x . (7) 
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4>p is the flux of the toroidal field through the transverse cross-section Sj_ during the 
discharge, and 4>v is the analogous flux of a vacuum field (it is supposed here that the 
external longitudinal field is not changed during the discharge). 

The difference AG> can be measured during the discharge by the induced c.m.f. 
in a contour encircling the transversal area Sj_, and current J can be measured by the 
Rogowski coil. Finally, with the help of Eq. (6) one can find J3. 

The simple relationship (6) derived more than 35 years ago proved to be 
exceptionally useful in fusion studies. Though it was derived at, as it would seem, 
unjusiifiedly strong limitations (axial symmetry, straight axis, circular plasma cross-
section), in many cases its accuracy is quite acceptable for real tokamaks and 
stellarators. 

To become convinced in that and to get an idea about possible change of the 
expression for AO if it will be accurately calculated for real tokamaks and stellarators, 
it is sufficient to transform the right hand side of Eq. (7). 

In stellarators 

B = B + B, (8) 

where B is the component of the magnetic field oscillating over £, and B is its 
axisymmetric component. Here and in the following r, £, z are the cylindrical 
coordinates with z-axis as the main axis of the device, Fig.l. For B the next 
representation is valid: 

B = J -
2it 

?(V-«|/V)v£ £ v C . (9) 

where we are interested now by toroidal component only. In a tokamak B = 0, 
u/ v = 0, so lokamak can be considered as a particular case of a stellarator. 

If we disregard the difference between B and its vacuum value B v (as it is usually 
done in the frame of the standard stellarator approximation), then after substitution of 
the expression (9) into (7) we shall get 

f F - F 
d * = -J- | EdS, , (10) 

1% , 

where FJ, is the vacuum value of F characterizing the external longitudinal field. For a 
stellarator the expression (10) is approximate, but for a tokamak it is an exact one. A 
transition to the cylinder in (9) is accomplished by the replacement of V£ by e^/R, 
where R = const, and, correspondingly, r by R in (10). 
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Toroidicity of a system reveals itself in (10) in two ways. First, by obvious 
presence of r = R-pcosu in the denominator. And, second, implicitly through the 
dependence F(ur). In toroidal systems magnetic surfaces \\i = const are shifted 
outward, in the region of larger r, with p1-rise, and F(tj/) distribution becomes 
asymmetrical with respect to the geometrical axis r=R, Fig.2. With outward shift of the 

maximum of F - FJ its contribution to the integral (10) is smaller than in a similar 
case for the cylinder (due to the division by the r>R). Thus, at the natural outward shift 
of the magnetic axis A* should increase weaker with increasing p than one could 
expect from the expression (6). At the same lime, as it is seen from (10), account of 
the toroidicity can lead to the appearance of the corrections of the order of the inverse 
aspect ratio b/R in the expression for A4>. They can be noticeable only when Ihere are 
strong relative shift of magnetic surfaces. Actually it means that in many cases the 
cylindrical approach should give quite reliable result for AO for toroidal systems too. 

This is confirmed by a lot of experiments, and, as we tried to show, this can be 
easily seen even in the general expression for A4>. It is also confirmed by more strict 
analysis [24], where it is shown that in the current-free stellarator at any aspect ratio 
and arbitrary shape of magnetic surfaces 

A* = - J - ( l - 5 S - 8 h ) f p d V . (U) 

V P 

Integration is performed here over the plasma volume V , 8g is a quantity of the 

order of b/R, describing just discussed A<P dependence on the relative shift of 
magnetic surfaces, and 8 n is a small term related with helical fields (which are not 
taken into account in (10)). At outward shift of the magnetic axis 8g>0, at inward 
shift 8j<0. In stellarators axis shift of any sign can be produced at fj=0, in vacuum 
configuration, with the help of an external vertical field. In such a case nonvanishing 
8 S in a stellarator (in a helical system similar to CHS this value can be of the order of 
0.1) should show its worth even at low fj when Shafranov shift is yet small. First it 
was shown by Dr. H.Yamada (NIFS). 

As it is seen from (11), the ratio A* / <Pn, <S>Q being the flux of the vacuum field 
through the transverse plasma cross-section, practically should not depend on the 
plasma shape (let us remind that here we speak about current-free stellarator), so using 
the simple formula (6) will not lead to a large mistake even for a stellarator 
configuration with noticeably noncircular plasma shape. 

One more substantial circumstance should be noted to the favor of diamagnetic 
measurements: the value of A<Pas determined by (10) does not depend on the shape of 
the transversal area Sj_ because only integration over the plasma cross-section gives 
nonvanishing contribution to (10). Thus, shape of the diamagnetic coil, generally 
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speaking, is of a litlle importance. From practical viewpoint, it gives a lot of freedom, h 
is important, however, that this corf should he in the plane perpendicular to (he 
geometrical axis of the device. If this condition is not satisfied, then coil will react not 
only on the change of toroidal field, but on poloidal field also. In (his case the value of 
measured signal will depend on both orientation and shape of the diamagnetic coil. 

The value A<2> is referred sometimes as the change of the longitudinal flux in the 
plasma. In some eases it is correct, but, generally speaking, such interpretation is 
wrong. 

By definition, A* is the change of the magnetic fiux through the area encircling 
by the diamagnetic coil. Plasma boundary naturally divides this area S^ into two parts: 
Sj_ = S j n + S e x t . Correspondingly, magnetic fiux through S^ consists of two parts: 
flux O j n through the transverse cross-section of a plasma Sin and fiux <l>ext of the 
external field through S e X | : 

* = *in + *cxi- <12> 

During the discharge plasma column can move and change its shape. This can lead to 
the change of S c x i , and, correspondingly, of <I>CX{. These simple arguments, which 
are true for a system of arbitrary geometry, lead to the conclusion that some part of the 
signal measured by the diamagnctic coil can be attributed to the change of <I>ext. which 
is a flux between coil and plasma boundary. This pan can reach up to all UK)*.'-; of a 
diamagnetic signal. 

Indeed, hot plasma is a perfect conductor, and during fast processes magnetic 
fluxes should be frozen-in. Both longitudinal current and (3-value can change, but 
magnetic flux inside the plasma should remain unchanged. The state is realized which is 
called flux-conserving equilibrium. Bui value AO should not be affected by that: it 
does not depend on the way of transition of the configuration to the final stale, but it is 
determined by its equilibrium parameters only. And we calculated Ad> as a difference 
of fluxes (7) one of which characterizes the final stale, and another one the initial stale 
(vacuum field). And, at that, to describe the final state, we used equilibrium equations 
(1), (2) only. Nonzero result for AO" docs not contradict the condition thai tf>m is 
conserved: currents flowing in the plasma weakens (or magnifies') the longitudinal field 
inside the plasma, plasma expands (compresses), and due to this <t>m remains 
unchanged, diamagnctic coil measures a signal related with pushing aside (pulling in) 
the external field. At vacuum loroidal field unchanged, the calculation of A* is reduced 
to the calculation of the difference of fluxes through the transverse cross-section of a 
plasma, see (7) and (10). This difference shows how much the toroidal flux in a plasma 
differs from the flux of vacuum field through the same cross-section. Such 
interpretation is valid always, independently on the character of the discharge. 

The change of the minor radius of circular plasma column can be easily estimated 
with the help of Eq. (6). The frozenness of the toroidal flux into the plasma means that 
during transition from one slate to another the next value must be unchanged: 
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<I>(b) = 1>0(b) + A* = 4>()(b) 
2Bg 

(13) 

)= [ B 0 < 1 S ± where <t>o(b) = I B()dSj_ is Ihe magnetic flux of a vacuum toroidal field through the 

transverse plasma cross-section. In lokamaks and stcllarators J 3 « 1 , Bj / BQ « I , 
so variation of b should be small. For example, at fast changing of p the condition that 
* is frozen is reduced to the equality b (I - ji / 2) = const. It follows from here that 
the change of the minor plasma radius is proportional to SJJ: 

Sb/b = 6J5/4. (14) 

With ji-rise plasma is expanding slightly. The area between the plasma boundary and 
diamagnetic coil is decreasing on 8Sj_ = -nb*8J3 / 2 at thai. As a result the total flux 
through this coil dt-creases on the value 80 = BQ5SJ_ = - * o ° $ / 2. Just this value, 
which is equal to AO, will be measured. On this illustrative example we have seen 
once more that diamagnetic signal Ad> does not depend on whether magnetic flux is 
frozen into the plasma or not. 

But possible frozenness of the flux into the external conductors, which can 
display itself through the small change of a vacuum toroidal field during ihe discharge, 
should betaken into account at diamagnetic measurements without fail [2|. It should be 
kept in mind that A<I> is the "plasma contribution" into the variation of ihe magnetic 
flux. Besides, external sources of the toroidal field can affect the results of the 
measurements. 

SELF-FIELD OF PLASMA CURRENTS 
OUTSIDE THE PLASMA COLUMN 

Diamagnelic coil embraces the plasma column, thus it records the change of the 
field inside the plasma. But equilibrium currents in a plasma create self magnetic field 
outside plasma also. The task of the theory is to connect the changes of the magnetic 
field outside the plasma with its parameters. 

Self magnetic field of a plasma, Bpj, can be calculated "directly", if currents 
flowing through the plasma are known. On the other hand, calculation of the self 
magnetic field B„| outside the plasma is the classical external boundary problem of the 
magnctostatics, which is reduced to the solution of the Maxwell equation for a vacuum 
field with natural conditions of its boundness and decreasing at the infinity. 
"Matching" of its solution to the equilibrium configuration is carried out by prescribing 
boundary conditions at the plasma boundary Tp, which divides the space into two 
parts: internal and external. In such statement of the problem the behavior of both 
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current and field inside the Tn does not play any role, though they aciually determine 
the shape of Tp and magnetic field B j - at Pp. 

Independence of the external solution on the internal one at given boundary 
conditions means that two configurations, the real one and another one, with the same 
Tp and magnetic field Bp at I"p, but with Bjn=0, Fig.3, must have the same magnetic 
field B v a c in the external region. In the last case, Fig.3b, to provide a jump of a 
magnetic field at plasma boundary (Bp outside and Bj n=0 inside), the surface current 
should flow over r n : 

- Bp x n, (IS) 

n being the unit external normal to I"p. In the configuration with the surface current 
(15) in the external region 

Bi + B e (16) 

and in the inner region 

Bj + B e x t (17) 

where Bj is the field of the surface current (IS) and B e x t is the field produced by the 
currents flowing in the external conductors (they are not shown on the Fig.3). But, by 
definition, 

B v 
+ B» (18) 

Thus, 

outside Tn 

-B ext inside I~p 
(19) 

The last relationship shows how with known magnetic field at the plasma 
boundary two problems can be solved: self magnetic field B p | outside the plasma can 
be found, and external magnetic field B e ? tt which is needed for sustaining the given 
configuration in equilibrium can be calculated. In plasma physics this method of 
calculating B p | and B e x t is often called virtual casing principle [19]. 

The result (19) itself is well known. We dwell upon it to stress the fact that 
plasma self field B_| in the vacuum is determined only by the plasma boundary surface 
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and by tola! (equilibrium) field Bp on this boundary. Thus, by measuring vacuum field 
Bpj outside the plasma one can get only that information about plasma parameters 
which is "hidden" in Tp and Bp. Is it much or not? Is it possible (and is it worth), for 
example, to try to determine plasma current and pressure profiles as it was done in [I2J 
for a tokamak and in [9] for a stellarator? 

There are no clear unambiguous answer to this question until now, and optimism 
of some publications should not be perceived as a prove of the opposite. Actually, it is 
the main yet unresolved problem of the magnetic diagnostics, which, due to the 
simplicity of its statement, due to the necessity of its resolving and high potential 
importance of the final answer, is an interesting and actual subject for the discussion. 

It is easy 10 see that the problem discussed is characterized by a high degree of 
degeneracy. Indeed, self magnetic field of a plasma cylinder with a circular cross-
section depends only on the value of total longitudinal current J flowing through the 
plasma: B^=e^i /(2np). That is why in this case one can determine only J value by 
the measured poloidai fieid, and nothing more. 

Cylinder, certainly, is an excessively rough model of a real system. Let us turn to 
a tokamak. In a tokamak 

B r = B p e p + B ^ , (20) 

where Bp is the strength of a poloidal field, ep = e>- x n, n is the normal to Fp (in our 
case n• ey~0). For ip we have now 

i r = B p e^ - B^ep. (21) 

Plasma self magnetic field is "created" by the first term in (21). If magnetic surfaces are 
shifted torii with circular cross-sections, 

(r - R - A) 2 + z 2 = a 2 , (22) 

then 

B P ( * + A ' } " 4 1 + P - + A'kostf , (23) 

where 0 is a poloidal angle, and A' is the A derivative over a. Besides Bj, only one 
other parameter characterizing plasma entered here: A'. Thus, maximum which can be 
expected to get from results of measuring magnetic field outside the plasma is 
determining the total plasma current J (which is measured by the Rogowski coil) and 
the value A' at plasma boundary, For the completeness we should mention also the 
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possibility of measuring plasma position (major radius). It is not seen in (23) because 
this relationship is written in coordinates with the origin at the center of Tp. 

Lei us suppose thai with the help of the Rogowski and dr-unagnctic coils the 
current J and p-value had been measured, and, finally, measurements of the poloidal 
field resulted in finding A'(b). Tor this value in a tokamak the next expression is 
known: 

A'(b) = - £ 2 
(24) 

where 

2D BT fbBf(a)a 
Pj s 4 . ii = 4 = 2 4 — 2 d a - ( 2 5 > 

BJ BJ J<)BJ(b)b2 

With its help at known, as we agreed, p and J, only integral characteristics p and 
~~7 1 
Bj / Bj can be determined by obtained value of A (b). 

We made sure that also in a lokamak magnetic measurements give not too much 
information to make a conclusion about current and pressure p̂ ofile;>•.• by the value of 
the integral below some curve it is difficult to judge about this curve. In the example 
considered account of a toroidicity has resulted in the appearance of only one additional 
parameter which can be "measured", A'(b), in the expression for the B„. It should be 
mentioned, of course, that we used approximate relationships, and, in addition, we 
supposed that magnetic surfaces are circular. But the absence of a desired effect in the 
main approximation is yet a rather serious result. And more correct expressions should 
also depend only on A'(b) in this model. Thus, an additional information about current 
and pressure profiles cannot be obtained from them. 

As lo noncircular cross-section, il is enough to mention here the results of 
calculations [25]. In [25J four concrete examples of configurations were given with 
approximately the same shape of a plasma cross-section and the same poloidal field at 
its boundary, but with strongly different current profiles. According to (15) ami (19), at 
the same Tp and Bp all four configurations must have the same self plasma field B p j 
outside the plasma column. Hence, in this case it is also impossible to determine the 
current (and pressure) profiles by measured B j . 

All arguments given cannot, of course, substitute the full strict proof of this 
statement in a general case. However, they rather definitely indicate the limitcdness of 
the magnetic diagnostics capabilities. All examples considered show a weak 
dependence of the external field B p j of equilibrium currents on their distribution. It is 
also seen in that self plasma field B p ] outside the plasma column can be modelled with 
a good accuracy as a field of several circular currents inside f p (251. 
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All said above about tokamaks remains qualitatively right for stellarators also. For 
stellarators with circular in "average" plasma cross-section the relationship (23) must 
be replaced by 

B p = Bj + ^ B , + B 0 P^ ' + ^k(Wi«)' cosr), (26) 

where |i = n j 1 +nj is the total rotational transform, u.j =RBj/(bBo) is its part 
produced by a current, and p.fr is that due to the helical field. A), is the plasma column 
shift with respect to the stellarator geometrical axis. At Bj=0 (current-free plasma) for 
plasma-current-produced vertical field at the plasma column boundary we get: 

= -k-Bri 2R u *] • r UA' + 2(nb - no)=^ = a T - f S r d a - <27> 

And in this case also one can determine only one parameter from the measurements of 
the poloidal field. Let us note that according to (27) in a shearless stellarator (u =const) 
BR is proportional to the same value p which is measured by a diamagnettc coil, and in 

1=3 stellarator (u = (15a / b ) Bn depends on Po o n ' y ( t n e value of p at the axis of 
plasma column). 

Which is said above touches only one, important, but not the main aspect of the 
problem of magnetic diagnostics based on the measurements of a poloidal field. From 
practical point of view the main thing, certainly, is the possibility of determining the 
plasma column shape and position with the help of magnetic measurements. It is a 
vitally important element in the circuit of the feedback control of plasma equilibrium in 
tokamaks (equilibrium in tokamaks is impossible without external vertical field reacting 
on the changes of discharge parameters). For stellarators the necessity of plasma 
column position control will become inevitable when experiments in these devices will 
succeed in approaching the region of high P's. The opportunity to determine plasma 
position in tokamaks and stellarators from magnetic measurements is related to the 
"asymmetry" of a poloidal field, see (23) and (26), and does not require knowledge of 
current and pressure profiles. We do not dwell on the discussion of this problem 
because in tokamaks such measurements became a routine long ago, and theoretical 
problems are described in details in a literature, see reviews [19,23], 
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CONCLUSION 

Magnetic measurements are, by their nature, the integral measurements: probes 
and coils located outside the plasma column react on a total field of plasma currents, or 
on fluxes of this field. Due to this the results of measurements give, from one hand, 
very precise and reliable information about integral plasma parameters (such as total 
current J, P, plasma column shift), but, at the same time, absolutely insufficient one to 
determine plasma pressure and current profiles. 

Undoubted virtue of magnetic diagnostics is that with its help plasma position 
and P-value are determined with good accuracy without any information about plasma 
pressure and current profiles. More than that, relationships connecting measurable 
magnetic values with plasma parameters are simple, which makes simple the 
interpretation of results. And in the case of diamagnetic measurements, as it was 
shown, A4> weakly depends on plasma toroidicity, and A4>/<!> in a current-free 
stellarator almost does not depend on a plasma shape, see (11). Due to this errors in 
determining geometrical characteristics of a plasma column inevitable in experiment 
should not affect the accuracy of determining j) from the measured diamagnetic signal. 

When evaluating capabilities of magnetic diagnostics one should keep in mind that 
self plasma field B p j in a vacuum region is determined by the geometry of the plasma 
boundary and by magnetic field on the surface only. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of diamagnetic measurements and coordinates used 
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Fig.2. Qualitative difference between F-Ffo in a cylindrical plasma 
column (dashed line) and in a toroidal one (solid line) 
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Fig.3. Equilibrium plasma conflguration (a) and equivalent model (b) 
with the same external field 
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